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Alertus Technologies: Product Overview	

	
Beltsville, MD – Since 2002, Alertus Technologies® has engineered groundbreaking solutions 
for unified mass notification, in-building notification, outdoor notification, and personal 
notification by providing a wide array of emergency notification products.	
	

Alertus Alert Beacon® - Alertus’ flagship product, the Alertus Alert Beacon® is a wall-
mounted device that sounds and flashes to capture the attention of building occupants at a 
distance and displays a custom message about the nature of the emergency and how to 
respond. It is designed to serve campuses, military bases, and other large facilities that 
presently lack an in-building emergency notification system and where retrofitting a 
conventional voice public address system is impractical and cost prohibitive.  
	

Alertus provides an efficient, seamless solution that is both easy to use and provides a single 
point of activation across all notification paths and locations within seconds. 

	
Alertus Desktop™ Notification - A full or partial screen alert appears on all or selected PCs 
and Macs across facilities. 
	
Alertus App - Mobile applications allow authorized users to quickly send emergency 
notification alerts to all or select personnel via Android or iOS tablets or smartphones. 
	
Digital Signage Override - Transform LCD screens, LED marquees, and digital display 
media systems into intelligent emergency alerting appliances. 
	
Cable TV Override - Override all screens and cable TV channels with a full-screen 
notification. 
	
Fire Alarm Control Panel Interface - Events from the fire panel to automatically trigger alert 
notification in the Alertus system. 
 
Voice PA Interface - Enables centralized command and control of public address voice 
systems. 
 
VoIP Notification - Simultaneously activate audible visual notifications on all or select VoIP 
phones and speakers. 
 

For organizations that may already have a mass notification system in place, there are several 
options available that leverage their existing IT assets and facility infrastructure to cost-
effectively deliver reliable, timely notifications.  

 
LED Marquee - Reach large indoor or outdoor public areas with emergency notifications or 
simple announcements. 
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High Power Speaker Array - Easily expand emergency alerts to large outdoor areas with 
long-range speakers that emit clearly enunciated emergency messages. 
	
Test-to-Speech Interface Module - Innovative text-to-speech technology plays a clearly 
articulated spoken message automatically through connected audio speakers. 
 
Panic Buttons - Quickly launch an alert by activating preset notifications to safety authorities. 
Versions include physical panic buttons (typically wall mounted), USB-based panic buttons 
(wall mounted, under the desk, or tabletop) and Alertus Desktop Panic Button.  
 
Alertus LED Display - This product is in development for future release. Overhead LED 
display features customizable text on a solid-color background 
	
Multimedia Intercom - This product is in development for future release. It is designed for 
indoor or outdoor public access locations to provide enhanced communication and support for 
guests and visitors. 

	
For more information, visit www.alertus.com. 
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About Alertus Technologies®	
Alertus Technologies is a pioneer and market leader of emergency mass notification systems 
for large-area, high occupancy facilities. Since 2002 Alertus has engineered groundbreaking 
solutions for unified mass notification, in-building notification, outdoor notification, and personal 
notification. Our solutions have been implemented worldwide by thousands of organizations in 
multiple industries for any number of emergency situations. www.alertus.com.	


